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Abstract Whole trip longitudinal dynamics and energy

analysis of heavy haul trains are required by operators and

manufacturers to enable optimisation of train controls and

rolling stock components. A new technology named train

dynamics and energy analyser/train simulator (TDEAS)

has been developed by the State Key Laboratory of Trac-

tion Power in China to perform detailed whole trip longi-

tudinal train dynamics and energy analyses. Facilitated by

a controller user interface and a graphic user interface, the

TDEAS can also be used as a train driving simulator. This

paper elaborates the modelling of three primary parts in the

TDEAS, namely wagon connection systems, air brake

systems and train energy components. TDEAS uses

advanced wedge-spring draft gear models that can simulate

a wider spectrum of friction draft gear behaviour. An

effective and efficient air brake model that can simulate air

brake systems in various train configurations has been

integrated. In addition, TDEAS simulates the train energy

on the basis of a detailed longitudinal train dynamics

simulation, which enables a further perspective of the train

energy composition and the overall energy consumption.

To demonstrate the validity of the TDEAS, a case study

was carried out on a 120-km-long Chinese railway. The

results show that the employment of electric locomotives

with regenerative braking could bring considerable energy

benefits. Nearly 40 % of the locomotive energy usage

could be collected from the dynamic brake system. Most of

tractive energy was dissipated by propulsion resistance that

accounted for 42.48 % of the total energy. Only a small

amount of tractive energy was dissipated by curving

resistance, air brake and draft gear systems.

Keywords TDEAS � Train simulation � Longitudinal

dynamics � Energy � Heavy haul

1 Introduction

Heavy haul trains have wide applications all over the world

due to their advantages in hauling capability and energy

efficiency. A heavy haul train can have hundreds of heavy

loaded wagons and can stretch for miles; therefore, the lon-

gitudinal dynamics (LTD) issue is inevitable. Meanwhile, the

large mass and fast speed of a travelling heavy haul train

suggest that enormous energy can be possessed. Take the

Chinese Datong–Qinhuangdao railway for example: the gross

mass of distributed power (DP) heavy haul trains on this

railway has been over 21,000 t each, and the maximum speed

has reached 90 km/h. Trains on the Datong–Qinhuangdao

railway are typical of many heavy haul trains, being empty on

the return journey after dumping the cargo at the port. The

altitude of Datong (mine) is nearly 1 km higher than that of

Qinhuangdao (port). Theoretically, enormous energy can be

regenerated from the operation of the Datong–Qinhuangdao

railway. Minimising the energy usage for rail transport is

significant, but all energy saving measures have to be based on

safety. In other words, the boundary condition of energy

saving measures must be set so as not to degrade the trains’

safety performance. An ideal result is to find some measures

that can minimise the energy usage and at the same time can

improve the train dynamics performance [1]. Lowering in-

train forces can also bring long-term profits as smaller in-train
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forces can alleviate fatigue damage to rolling stock and

infrastructure, consequently lowering the maintenance cost.

Train dynamics and energy optimisation measures are

required by operators as well as manufacturers. Different

routes have different track conditions of grades and cur-

vature, rail condition, etc; also, the rolling stock and train

configurations could be different. Therefore, any optimised

train control measure or optimised equipment on a specific

route should not be simply transplanted to another route,

i.e. the optimisation should be customised to the specific

route’s operational characteristics. The optimisation of

LTD and energy usage is a complicated process that

requires evaluations of a large number of possible alter-

natives. The computer simulation of train dynamics and

energy usage is the most cost effective approach.

Analyses of both LTD and energy usage of trains have

quite reasonably received considerable attention. More

than 20 programmes or software packages can be found in

the literature for simulations of LTD and/or energy usage.

Few software packages (see Table 1) have been reported as

being able to perform both LTD and energy simulation,

and none reported from China. This article gives an

introduction of a state-of-the-art technology named train

dynamics and energy analyser/train simulator (TDEAS)

developed in China. Firstly, an overview of the TDEAS

will be provided. Then, the modelling of wagon connection

systems, air brake systems and train energy components in

TDEAS will be described. Finally, a case study was carried

out on a 120-km-long Chinese railway to verify its validity.

2 An overview of the TDEAS

The State Key Laboratory of Traction Power (TPL) China,

has developed the TDEAS that can be used to perform

whole trip LTD and energy analyses. TDEAS uses

advanced wedge-spring draft gear models rather than

conventional look-up table models, which can simulate a

wider spectrum of friction draft gear behaviour. An

effective as well as efficient air brake system model has

been integrated. The air brake model is able to simulate air

brake systems in various train configurations. TDEAS

simulates the train energy on the basis of a detailed LTD

simulation, which enables a further perspective of the train

energy composition and the overall energy consumption, as

well as the assessment of train safety performance.

TDEAS is facilitated with friendly user interfaces for pre-

processing (parameter input) and post-processing (results

presentation). It also has a train controller user interface to

enable users to control simulated trains and a graphic user

interface to display the train status, which means that

TDEAS can also be used as a train driving simulator. Three

computing languages (Fortran, C?? and C#) have been

used in the development of TDEAS so as to take advantage

of their individual strong points. The main components of

TDEAS are shown in Fig. 1. The primary objective of

dividing the kernel programme into an analyser and a sim-

ulator is to achieve faster computing performance for the

train driving simulator, while more detailed simulation

results can still be attained using the analyser with the train

control information recorded during the train driving simu-

lation. Note that, though the simulator has higher computing

efficiency, the train model in it has not been simplified and is

the same as that used with the analyser.

3 Longitudinal train dynamics modelling

3.1 Train modelling

Modelling of LTD usually assumes that there is no lateral

or vertical movement of the vehicles. Based on this

Table 1 Available technologies

Technology Institution

CRE–LTS [2] Centre for Railway Engineering, Australia

TOES [3] Association of American Railroads, USA

STARCO [4] Transportation Technology Center Inc., USA

LEADER [5] New York Air Brake, USA

Trip optimizer [6] GE Transportation, USA

TEDS [7] Sharma & Associates, Inc., USA
Fig. 1 Main components of TDEAS
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simplification, the forces considered in the train system

include traction forces, dynamic brake forces, air brake

forces, in-train forces (coupler forces), propulsion resis-

tance, curving resistance and gravitational components.

Modelling of the wagon connection systems (in-train for-

ces) and air brake systems (air brake forces) is probably the

two most important as well as the most complicated tasks

in LTD simulations. This section will only describe the

modelling of wagon connection systems and air brake

systems. A detailed description of other aspects can be

found in [8].

3.2 Wagon connection system modelling

All heavy haul wagons in China are using friction draft

gears. According to experimental data and published lit-

erature [9, 10], friction draft gears have friction dependent

stiffness and, ultimately, velocity dependent stiffness. The

nature of the friction damping gives draft gears non-linear

hysteresis and results in discontinuities between loading

and unloading curves (Fig. 2). For most cases, smoothing

approximations or some transitional characteristics are

needed to solve the discontinuity issue mathematically

[10]. For the purpose of LTD simulations, wagon con-

nection systems are usually simplified into single-element

models, so every two draft gears are modelled in series as a

single unit. A unit model of wagon connection system has

to incorporate characteristics that can simulate the whole

wagon connection system working under both draft and

buff conditions. The final model must also consider coupler

slack as well as the limiting stiffness that appears after

springs are fully compressed. When installed, draft gears

are usually pre-loaded, which should also be incorporated.

To sum up, a desirable wagon connection dynamics model

should include the above discussed elements: velocity

dependent friction, slack, limiting stiffness, pre-load and

transitional characteristics. The first four elements are

usually expressed as force–displacement (F–D) character-

istics, so modelling of wagon connection systems has two

general aspects, F–D characteristics and transitional

characteristics.

Various aspects of draft gear behaviour were identified

in [9] by examining measured data. In order to cope with

the wide spectrum of draft gear behaviour, a wedge-spring

model as shown in Fig. 3 was presented in [9]. This model

is a velocity and displacement dependent model, and its F–

D characteristics can be expressed as Eq. (1).

Fc ¼ Fs xð Þtan hð Þ= tan hð Þ þ l vð Þ½ �; ð1Þ

where Fc is the draft gear force or coupler force; x is the

draft gear deflection; h is the wedge angle; v is the relative

velocity of adjacent wagons and l is the friction coeffi-

cient; Fs is the spring force. Note that the spring force can

be nonlinear so as to incorporate coupler slack, preload and

limiting stiffness [11].

Numerous approaches are available in the literature to

handle the discontinuity caused by friction. Basically, they

can be divided into the smooth approach [10–13] and the

non-smooth approach [14]. Comparatively, the smooth

approach is more widely used. In the smooth approach

category, there are various sub-approaches. The linear

smoothing approach [10] that which imposes an approxi-

mation in the range of [-v0, v0], as shown in Fig. 4 (v0 is a

predefined constant), is one of the commonly used

approaches. In [10], it is pointed out that this traditional

smoothing approach will cause considerable errors in the

maximum coupler forces. Generally, the maximum coupler

forces occur in the vicinity of v = 0 region of the loading

quadrant. Allocating the smoothing range to the loading

quadrant (the traditional approach in Fig. 4) could mean

that the maximum coupler forces are underestimated. This

problem can be alleviated by changing the smoothing range

from [-v0, v0] to [-v0, 0] as shown in Fig. 4 (the improved

approach). Note that the improved approach retains an

error in the unloading quadrant, but it is much more

insignificant.

TDEAS combines the F–D characteristics model pro-

posed in [9] [Eq. (1)] and the improved transitional char-

acteristics model proposed in [10] (Fig. 4) to model wagon

connection systems. Figure 5 is a demonstration of the
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wagon connection system model in TDEAS. Figure 5a

gives measured data from impact tests; the measured cases

were that one loaded wagon weighed 93 t struck the other

identical stationary loaded wagon at various velocities on a

section of tangent track. Three sequences of data corre-

sponding to the initial velocities of 5, 6 and 7 km/h are

plotted in the form of force–displacement characteristics.

Figure 5b demonstrates the corresponding simulated

results. It can be seen that the simulated results have

reached a good overall agreement with the measured results

in terms of draft gear behaviour and maximum forces.

3.3 Air brake system modelling

When a driver applies train air brakes, the driver’s brake

valve is opened to exhaust air and gives a pressure

reduction in the train brake pipe. The pressure reduction

effectively propagates along the pipe, starting at the loco-

motive and causing a pressure difference between the brake

pipe and each wagon auxiliary reservoir. When a sufficient

pressure difference exists between the auxiliary reservoir

and the brake pipe, the brake valve piston changes its

position to connect the auxiliary reservoir and the brake

cylinders. The brake pressures reached in brake cylinders

are determined by the respective volumes of the auxiliary

reservoir and the cylinders as flow continues until the

auxiliary pressure equals the cylinder pressures. The pres-

sure reduction of the brake pipe controls the proportion of

maximum brake cylinder pressure which is applied. The

brake force on each wagon is derived by scaling the brake

cylinder pressure through several factors: brake piston area,

rigging factor, number of brake shoes and shoe friction

coefficient. The friction coefficient of brake shoes is known

to be velocity dependent and is calculated from an

empirical expression. All the other factors (piston area,

rigging, etc.) are determined by the wagon type. Therefore,

the most important task for brake force calculations is to

obtain the brake cylinder pressures, and for the case of

LTD simulation, to obtain the dynamic distribution of

brake cylinder pressures along the train during brake

application.

Brake cylinder pressures can be calculated by modelling

and simulating a fluid dynamic system. Reference [15] has

reported detailed air brake system models. The fluid system

approach in [15] involves the modelling of various com-

ponents: brake valves, reservoirs, air compressors, brake

pipes, triple valves, etc. It is an accurate approach to study

air brake systems and demands considerable computational

resources. In order to combine fluid dynamics brake system

models with train dynamics models, further simplifications

have to be made [16]. Solutions also exist using the results

of detailed brake system models indirectly. Firstly, detailed

air brake system models were developed and simulated,

and then results from the detailed system models were

v
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saved in files and used as inputs for train dynamics simu-

lations [17].

Another approach that is computationally efficient and

effective from an engineering perspective is to fit the time

history of the distribution of brake cylinder pressures along

the train [11, 18]. The fitting approach is also supported by

the fact that the brake cylinder pressure is a widely mea-

sured parameter in both field and laboratory tests, so the

accessibility to source data and their comprehensiveness

are good. TDEAS uses the fitting approach to model air

brake systems, and the following characteristics are some

non-linearities that have been considered:

• The nonlinearity of the propagation speed of brake

waves:

vair ¼ f1 Prð Þ; ð2Þ

where vair is the propagation speed of brake waves; Pr is the

brake signal which indicates the final pressure reduction in

brake pipes and f1 is the corresponding nonlinear expression.

• The brake delay is associated with the propagation

speed of brake waves as well as the train configuration:

tdi ¼ min tdLj þ
si � sLj

vair

� �
j ¼ 1; nlocoð Þ; ð3Þ

where i is the wagon sequence number; tdi is the brake

delay of the ith wagon; j is the locomotive sequence

number; nloco is the total number of locomotives in the

train; tdLj is the communication delay of the jth locomotive;

si is the position of the ith wagon on the track; sLj is the

position of the jth locomotive on the track.

• The nonlinearity of the maximum brake cylinder

pressure:
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Pmax ¼ f2 Prð Þ; ð4Þ

where Pmax is the maximum brake cylinder pressure and f2
is the corresponding nonlinear expression.

• The nonlinearity of charging rates of brake cylinders

along the train, Eq. (5).

bi ¼ f3 Pr; kið Þci; ð5Þ

where bi is the parameter used to control brake cylinder

charging rates; ki is the interval of the ith wagon to its

nearest brake signal source (locomotives or end-of-train

devices); ci is the parameter used to modify the charging

parameter (bi) for simulations of DP trains and f3 is the

corresponding nonlinear expression.

• The nonlinearity of the time history of individual brake

cylinder pressure. This nonlinearity should include the

effects of braking accelerators and movements of brake

pistons; both of them can be simulated using boundary

conditions. For the non-accelerated part, it can be

approximated using exponential functions expressed as

Pit ¼ Pmax 1 � exp �bi t � tdið Þ½ �f g 0�Pit �Pmaxð Þ; ð6Þ

where t is the time and Pit is the brake cylinder pressure

of the ith wagon at the current time step. Note that the air

brake model introduced in this article is generally limited

to the specific train configuration and air brake system

type from which the fitting data were measured. For

different train configurations and brake systems, the

equations can be used but the parameters may need to be

tuned. It is recommended that all commonly used brake

scenarios be included in the final model. Modelling of the

brake release and locomotive brake systems can be based

on the same framework, although sometimes modifica-

tions of mathematical expressions are needed to achieve

better accuracy. An example of air brake system fitting is

shown in Fig. 6; two cases, i.e. the full-service brake and

the emergency brake, are plotted. The measured results

were obtained from stationary air brake system test rigs; a

120-car brake system was tested. It can be seen that the

simulated results have a good agreement with the mea-

sured results in regard to the previously discussed non-

linearities.
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4 Train energy modelling

The energy issue in train systems is a large topic; a quick

understanding of its vast scope can be gained by reference

to some major projects, such as Railenergy and TRAINER.

The modelling of train energy in TDEAS is from the per-

spective of LTD. First, relevant forces, velocities and dis-

placements are obtained via train dynamics simulations;

they are then used to calculate various energy components

in the train systems.

Eight types of energy components are considered in

TDEAS: locomotive energy usage (tractive energy),

dynamic brake (DB) related energy (converted into heat or

regenerated), energy dissipated by propulsion resistance,

gravitational potential energy, energy dissipated by curving

resistance, energy dissipated by air brakes, train kinetic

energy and energy dissipated by draft gears.

The first six components are calculated using Eq. (7).

E ¼
Z Xi¼n

i¼1

FiDsidt; ð7Þ

where E is the corresponding energy component; n is the

number of vehicles including all wagons and locomotives;

Dsi is the displacement of the ith vehicle during the current

time step and Fi is the corresponding force on the ith

vehicle.
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The kinetic energy is calculated using Eq. (8):

E ¼
Xi¼n

i¼1

miV
2
i

2
; ð8Þ

where mi is the mass of the ith vehicle, and Vi is the

velocity of the ith vehicle.

A small amount of energy is also dissipated by draft gear

devices. Draft gear devices can absorb energy from the train

system; they can also release energy to the train system.

When calculating the draft gear energy component, draft

gear working states, being either loading or unloading, have

to be determined. When a draft gear is unloading, a certain

amount of energy will be released to the train system, but

the released energy should be less than the energy previ-

ously absorbed when the draft gear was loading. The energy

difference between the loading process and the unloading

process is the energy dissipated by the draft gear. The draft

gear energy component is calculated using Eq. (9):

E ¼
Z Xi¼n�1

i¼1

sgnðxiviÞabs FciDxið Þdt; ð9Þ

where xi is the deflection of the ith draft gear pair; vi is the

relative velocity of two adjacent vehicles; Fci is the coupler

force; Dxi is the deflection change of the ith draft gear pair

during the current time step.

5 Case study

5.1 Railway and train information

In the case study, a Chinese railway was selected. The

railway is about 120 km long, and has a maximum grade of

two percent and a minimum curve radius of 300 m. The

track elevation and track curvature are shown in Fig. 7a

and b, respectively. The speed limit is plotted in Fig. 8a. As

can be seen from the track data, this railway is difficult for

heavy haul trains because of the long severe grades. Before

2013, heavy haul trains on this railway were limited to

5,000 t of gross mass. In order to improve the transport

capacity on this railway, a 10,000 t class DP train config-

uration is proposed. The new scheme uses AC electric

locomotives and has a configuration of two locomotives

?54 wagons ?2 locomotives ?54 wagons with gross mass

of 11,200. All wagons and locomotives are 25 t-axleload

four-wheelset vehicles. The wagon connection systems are

equipped with friction draft gears and have coupler slack of

9.8 mm. The traction and DB performance of locomotives

are shown in Fig. 9.

5.2 Results and discussion

The newly proposed heavy haul train configuration was

simulated; the train control information was plotted in

Fig. 7c. Four locomotives were used to conquer the severe

grades; higher traction capability also means higher DB

capability for locomotives. During the simulated trip, only

the DB was used to correct the train speed. At the end of
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the simulation, a minimum service brake was used to stop

the train. Figure 8 gives the dynamics response of the

heavy haul train. It can be seen that no speed violation was

recorded, and coupler forces and vehicle accelerations were

within allowable ranges. Currently, in China, there are no

official standards defining LTD performance requirements.

In industry, the criterion is set that in-train forces are

mostly not larger than 2,250 kN and acceleration not larger

than 1 g (9.8 m/s2). The simulated results in Fig. 8 are well

below these dynamic performance limits. Note that the

driving strategy used in this article is merely one possible

case; better strategies could exist.

An overview of the time history of various energy

components in the simulated train can be gained from

Fig. 10. The final composition of energy usage is shown in

Fig. 11. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the total locomotive

energy usage in the simulated trip was 18,054.77 kWh,

most of which was dissipated by propulsion resistance,

accounting for 42.48 %. For this specific route, the util-

isation of electric locomotives could bring significant

profits. Note that, unlike diesel locomotives that convert

the DB energy into heat, electric locomotives could feed

the DB energy back to the power supply system. Nearly

40 % of the locomotive energy usage was regenerated

through DB in the simulation. This significant figure was

contributed by the high DB capability and the severe track

grades. About 12 % of locomotive energy usage was

converted to gravitational potential energy. Only approxi-

mately 5 % and 0.5 % were dissipated by curving resis-

tance and air brake forces, respectively. The extremely

small percentage for draft gear energy (2.79e–5 %) indi-

cates that, from a long-term perspective, the energy dissi-

pated by draft gear systems is minimal.

6 Conclusion

The TDEAS developed by TPL can be used to perform

whole trip LTD and energy analysis as well as act as a

driving simulator for heavy haul trains.

Whole trip simulations are necessary for heavy haul

train operations not only for the longitudinal dynamics

concerns but also for the energy issue. Longer, heavier and

faster trains mean more complicated train dynamics

behaviour and larger energy usage. Good driving strategies

can not only decrease the energy usage to increase profits

directly, but also decrease the fatigue damage, thus

resulting in reduced maintenance costs.

Different routes have different track conditions; the

rolling stock and train configurations could also be differ-

ent. Any optimised train control measure or optimised

equipment on a specific route should not be simply trans-

planted to another route. In the case study, the employment

of electric locomotives with regenerative braking could

bring considerable energy benefits. Nearly 40 % of the

locomotive energy usage can be collected from the DB

system. From a long-term perspective, the energy dissi-

pated by draft gear systems is minimal.
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